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BY ANNE

FULPER

SHE CAME IN THROUGH
THE BATHROOM WINDOW

F

or as long as I can remember the big, round, green pot had stood sentry,
outside and to the right of our front door… or to the left, depending on
whether you’re coming or going. I guess it was a planter, although nothing
was ever planted in it but dead leaves and spiders and, because an ex brother-in-law
used to practice his chip shot into it…golf balls. We were told it had been made by
“your grandfather’s pottery in Flemington, NJ”. The word “grandfather” seemed
exotic to me because I hadn’t really known any of the grandparents -and this particular one had died so long ago - between the wars.
He hadn’t known any of us.
Flemington, NJ - a place that, when mentioned, drew bored eye rolls from my
sisters or shudders of dread for the required visits to outdated relatives - Foran,
Craig, Higgins, Names from a porch whispered, rocking chair past that had nothing to do with our modern, suburban, space age 1960’s.
This particular pot was over a foot high and almost as wide - with a drippy,
nubby surface, ending in an unglazed bit at the bottom. Though empty, it was very
heavy and like all the grandfather’s pottery had a weight to the memories it evoked
- fire, betrayal, suicide. We could not easily lift this relic with our willow girl arms...
but we could drag it. And so we did - across 6 feet of cement to a small rectangle of
a window that was often ajar because it air vented the powder room.
If we ever needed to sneak into the house after our parents’ bedtime, the latch
on the window screen could be released with a sharp tap in just the right spot.
Looking at that window now, I marvel I was ever able to slither my child bearing
hips-to-be through that narrow slit - like the birth of a horse played backwards.
It is late Saturday night in 1966 and I am out driving around with Jill, my newly
licensed friend since 7th grade. WABC is playing” Wild Thing” by The Troggs and
we are howling along at the top of our lungs, oblivious to the irony as we silence the
radio and creep down the driveway in her mom’s Clearasil colored Buick station
wagon.
I get out. “So let’s go to the beach Monday”.
It is summer and we are 16-year-old daughters of self-made man privilege, who
can plan to drive to the beach on a Monday in June. Jill retreats up the driveway and
I turn to find the front door locked. This does not cause undue panic. I’m sure if I
rang the startlingly loud doorbell, which sounds like a throatful of tacks gargling
into a microphone, my father, exhaling through pursed lips, would mutter and
curse his way down the stairs, in his elegant bathrobe and needlepoint slippers to
let me in. But there would be that flurry of disruption, apology and guilt - our stage
whispers bombarding the silence like megaphones - You trying to wake the whole
damn house?.
It’s Jill’s fault....we couldn’t find a pay phone!
So why not just quietly and considerately break into the bathroom?

The author, age 10, with the eponymous
bathroom window behind her left shoulder.

Slide over the old vase, hop up onto
its inch-wide rim, balance your feet so
you don’t tip, one leg through the window, then the other, try not to break the
sink on your way down, and you’re in.
Secure the window, exit the bathroom,
unlock the front door, drag the pot back
to its original location, carefully instructing it to say, “I’ve seen nothing...
nothing, I tell you.”
Throughout the years, that vase bore
witness to many doorway moments,
both dramatic and mundane, When it
had its star turn at a Fulper exhibit in
Soho in 1981with the King Tut lighting
lasered onto it, we gasped in hilarious
recognition as it appeared above our
heads rather than below our feet - “oh
my god, it’s the golf ball vase!” Immediately after the show, it was returned it to
its post outside the front door where it
was finally alone to contemplate all the
things it had seen at that Soho gallery
in the 1980s. More distant memories
popped up as well,
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Jardiniere, ca. 1915
Fulper Pottery Company,
Flemington, New Jersey
Thrown stoneware with crystalline glaze,
H: 15 x DIAM:14.5 in.
Gift of the Fulper family in appreciation
of New Jersey's tradition of excellence in
the ceramic arts, 1988
Collection of the Newark Museum 88.94

It had watched impassive as my dad, purportedly near death from a bleeding
ulcer, waved away the ambulance, preferring to die apparently, in the front seat of
his doctor’s Cadillac - “Hope this buggy has a V8 engine, Johnny - how ya like the
De Ville?” He did not die.
It remained deadpan during those many awkward, indifferent or occasionally
passionate goodnight kisses of four very different daughters and their motley J.
Crew catalogue of suitable and unsuitable...suitors. The vase, exasperated by the
lack of skill, mumbles advice from the sidelines “don’t slouch, who cares if he’s too
short - lean in for chrissake!”
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Photo by Cindy Fatsis.
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Rada, Julie and Aggie with the snow-covered “golf ball” vase outside the front door.

It got steady work as an extra in countless home movies as we made grand exits
out the front door, modeling our Easter finery - patent leather mary janes, gardenia
corsages and an assortment of be-ribboned bonnets over unfortunate hairdos, my
dad doing his Frank Capra best to capture it all on 16 millimeter Ektachrome.
And it stood there, refusing to take sides when my sister Rada ran away with her
“no-good” boyfriend (“he has shifty eyes and laughs like a hyena”).
My mother wrings her hands, my father puffs furiously on his pipe, as the car
with the star-crossed lovers speeds off into the night. But before it rounds the bend,
my oldest sister, ever the actress, steps onto the flagstone stage of the driveway, spotlit by a lamppost and, like one of King Lear’s daughters in Bermuda shorts, screams
after them, “You’re gonna kill your father!!”
The vase, silent in the shadows, imperceptibly raises an eyebrow.
Now years later, finally indoors and behind glass at the Newark Museum, it has
been known to occasionally blurt out to passersby… “I’ve seen nothing… nothing
I tell you”.
Photos left to right - Fulper polar bear
bookend circa 1916, Fulper Pottery factory,
Fulper home, Flemington, NJ, circa 1920.
(photos- collection of the author.)

ter of William Hill Fulper II, the “master craftsman” of an award-winning, art pottery, now in
the permanent collection of major museums
across the U.S.
After their father‘s death in 1983, Anne
and her three sisters found six notebooks hidden under the eaves in the attic of their family
home in Bucks County, PA. There, handwritten
in their grandfather’s large, fluid scrawl were the
secret formulas for the glazes that made Fulper
Pottery unique.
As a way of connecting to a vanished past
and because they knew the look of those glazes
down to their bones, they turned those handwritten recipes into the Fulper Tile Company
(1985 - 2000).
She Came in Through the Bathroom Window
is from Shards - 13 stories synthesized from the
trifecta of Anne’s personal experience:
- writing and performing scathing satire in
NYC with The Sleazebuckets and Noh Radio,
- working with the chemistry of the glazes at
Fulper Tile.
- and a childhood growing up surrounded by
vases, ewers, jugs, planters, lamps, powder
boxes perfume burners, bookends, candlesticks, flower frogs, ashtrays, and crocks.
Now these pieces of pottery launch several
memoir vignettes, about a mid-20th century
American family, whose forebear had owned a
pottery in New Jersey.

